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Abstract
Graphene is a relatively new material with multiple unique properties. It is a
single-atomic carbon layer with a hexagonal molecular structure. Graphene has a hardness
greater than diamond and is a superconductor of both heat and electricity. However, since
graphene is a relatively new material, little is known about the effects of other materials on its
properties. To make graphene a viable material for use in new technologies, more information
must be known on the adhesion of graphene to other materials. This is a study of the electrical
conductivity of graphene when graphene is adhered to copper and nickel. The intent is to
determine which adhesion method most effectively preserves graphene’s electrical conductivity.
This study is focused on electrical conductivity because of its importance on most technologies.
Graphene shows an extremely high potential for improving current methods of electrical
conduction. The focus here is on nickel and copper because these metals are commonly used in
technologies from multiple fields. The effectiveness of the adhesion methods are compared using
the Fermi energy of each product of adhesion. Through a systematic review, results indicate
weaker adhesions to graphene are more effective at preserving the electrical conductivity of
graphene. However, more research on this subject is needed to support the results. Additionally,
further research is needed to determine how the adhesion methods effect the other qualities of
graphene.

Key Terms: Adsorption, Chemisorption, Doping, Electron Volts (eV), Fermi Level, Graphene,
Intercalation, Physisorption, Superconductor
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Introduction
In 2004 Professor Sir Andre Geim and Professor Sir Kostya Novoselov of Manchester
discovered graphene, an isolated single atomic layer of carbon. They received the Nobel Prize in
Physics for their discovery. Today, graphene can be grown in many simple ways including the
micromechanical cleavage technique (The Scotch tape method), the method in which a piece of
Scotch Tape is attached to a block of graphite and peeled off. This leaves a layer of graphene on
the tape. This method was used when graphene was discovered. Another method used to grow
graphene include Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). CVD is a process in which a material is
exposed to a volatile substance, creating a reaction that deposits a thin film of material on a
surface (Woehrl, 2014).
Graphene’s carbon hexagonal molecular structure is like the molecular structure of a
diamond (see Fig. 1). The carbon molecular structure of a diamond makes it one of the hardest
known materials. For graphene, the
two-dimensional carbon hexagonal
molecular structure confers both
hardness and flexibility. Additionally,
the two-dimensional carbon hexagonal
molecular structure of graphene is a superconductor of both
heat and electricity, transferring heat and electricity with
extremely high efficiency (Balandin et al., 2008). Because of these properties, scientists and
engineers implement graphene materials into sensitive electronic devices, such as computer
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chips, to make them smaller and more efficient. The downscaling of electronics relies on
nanomaterials that can conduct heat due to the smaller device’s increased power density
(Balandin, et al., 2008). Thus, as electronic devices are made smaller, there is more power in
smaller spaces, leading to more heat energy being expelled from the devices as the device is
used. The excess heat can be damaging to the devices, therefore, limiting the evolution of certain
technologies.
Graphene’s extremely efficient thermal and electronic conduction for its microscopic size
proved vastly superior to that of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), common nanomaterials that are used
for heat conduction today (Fig. 2; Baldwin et al., 2008). As a result, graphene has become a
much more beneficial option for engineers and scientists to use to counteract the negative effects
of downsizing electronic devices.
To use graphene for these types of science and
engineering projects, it is necessary to adhere graphene to
different types of metals to ensure stability and function.
Previous work in which graphene was grown on copper
(Cu) showed graphene bonds poorly to copper. Graphene
also bonds poorly to the metals gold (Au), silver (Ag),
and platinum (Pt) (Khomyakov et al., 2009). However,
stronger bonds form with the metals nickel (Ni), titanium (Ti) and cobalt (Co) (Khomyakov et
al., 2009). Interestingly, graphene retains most of its properties, including its strength and
conductivity, when weakly bonded to the metals but progressively loses these qualities as bonds
grow stronger (Khomyakov et al., 2009). A balance between two aspects of adhesion, bond
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strength and property preservation, allow engineering projects involving graphene to be
successful. This balance is vital because most electronics are made with metal. The adhesion of
the graphene to metal is important to the development of new graphene technologies and the
improvement of older devices and electronics due to the enhancement of conductive capabilities.
Gold and copper are two the most common metals used in electronics due to their
relatively high electrical and thermal conductivity. Therefore, gold and copper are ideal metals to
adhere to graphene to ensure the graphene can function with a higher conductive performance
compared to current materials in electronics (Premlal et al., 2009). Nickel is a metal often used in
making alloys, such as memory metal - a metal that changes shape depending on outside
conditions. This makes memory metal ideal to adhere to graphene to create a system that can
quickly change outside conditions, such as temperature or the introduction of an electrical
current (Lahiri et al., 2011). Graphene can also provide strength and stability to memory metal,
increasing its functionality, such building an earthquake-resistant structure. However, there are
many ways to attach graphene to metal, but some of these methods limit the properties of
graphene, making it a less effective choice for use in some new technologies. A recent study
tested the effect of electron-beam irradiation, a form of beta radiation used to treat a material for
a variety of different purposes, on graphene (Teweldebrhan and Balandin, 2008). The result was
a conversion of graphene’s conductive qualities to insulative qualities due to the strong electron
fluxes in the graphene. Extreme cases like this indicate graphene’s susceptibility to an electron
flux from metal is worse than a carbon nanotube’s susceptibility in similar applications
(Teweldebrhan and Balandin, 2008). Certain bonding, if not strong and efficient, can cause these
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electron fluxes, thus eliminating the intended purpose of the graphene and making the currently
used materials better options.
Before graphene can be adhered to metals, it must be grown correctly. All previous
research in the current review, investigated graphene grown using Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD). CVD is the process used to make high quality solid materials, often used in making
semiconductors. In the process, graphite is exposed to a volatile substance, which in current
studies is always Silicon Dioxide (SiO2). Graphite reacts with the substance, leaving behind a
thin film of graphene on the surface of a substrate, which in current studies is a silicon carbon
material (SiC). (Grandthyll, 2012). As the reaction continues, more graphene is deposited,
making the film thicker and stronger. Once the process is complete, excess by-products are
removed from the film using an air-flow tunnel. The film is carefully removed from its SiC
surface and etched to remove impurities. Once this process is complete the graphene can be used
for various purposes.
Two methods of graphene adhesion known by scientists include the intercalation of
graphene and metal and the attachment of graphene to the surface of the metal using adsorption
(see Fig. 3). The term “intercalation” comes from the Latin prefix “inter-”, meaning “among”,
and the verb “calare”, meaning “to call”. In this context, intercalation refers to a process of
insertion in which the molecules or ions of a material are injected into a layered structure (Huang
et al., 2011). When graphene is intercalated into a metal, individual molecules of graphene are
injected into the spaces between the individual atoms of the metal, bonding the two together
using ionic bonding. The word “adsorption” comes from the word “adsorb”, meaning “to blend”.
The adsorption of materials occurs when the molecules of either a gas, liquid, or dissolved solid
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adhere to a solid surface, creating a thin film. It is classified into two categories: physisorption
and chemisorption. Physisorption refers to the type of adsorption that has little effect on the
electronic structure of the materials being bonded due to the involvement of intermolecular
forces. Chemisorption is like physisorption, but involves valence forces rather than
intermolecular forces, causing a more significant impact on the electronic structure of the two
bonded materials (Khomyakov et al., 2009). Research on both of these processes showed the
most efficient adhesion between metal and graphene is still unclear. Due to this fact, the purpose
of the current study is to determine the most effective adhesion techniques by comparing the
Fermi levels of intercalation and adsorption, and determining which effectively maintained
graphene’s conductive properties.
Fermi levels (Ef), measured in electron volts (eV), are used to determine electron activity
on different materials. Starting at the valence band, which is the starting point of the electron
energy where the outer valence level is full, the Fermi level (Ef) represents the energy difference
between the highest and lowest electron states of an element at absolute zero (0k) (Fig. 4; Hwang
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et al., 2012). This energy difference provides an upper boundary for the energy of the electrons
at 0k that increases as temperature increases. At room temperature, if the electron energy enters
the conduction band, the material is considered a conductor and can conduct electricity. A
material is more conductive the higher above the conduction band it is at room temperature. The
gap of energy between the valence band, the base energy of the highest full valence layer of
electrons, and the conduction band is known as the forbidden gap. The Fermi level (Ef) lies
within the forbidden gap. The valence band is always below the Fermi level and the conduction
band is always above the Fermi level.

Every conductive material has a relatively high Fermi level. Metals have higher Fermi
levels than most nonmetals. Copper and nickel are among the metals with high Fermi levels
(Khomyakov et al., 2009). However, none of the Fermi levels of metals are above those of a
small class of carbon materials, including both graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). CNTs
are often used today as an enhancement of the properties of metals, including electrical
conductivity, but it has been proven that graphene is a more effective conductor than CNTs
(Balandin et al., 2008). Graphene is not used over CNTs in most situations since it is a relatively
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new material compared to CNTs. There is more research on the effect of CNTs on metal, making
it a safer option than graphene. However, since graphene has been shown to be a more effective
conductor then CNTs, its use on metals is theoretically more effective. Therefore, this study is a
discussion of the most effective way to adhere graphene to copper and nickel. Further, this study
is an investigation to determine whether graphene is a better alternative than CNTs in the
application of the improvement or creation of new technologies.

Purpose
This study was done to identify the most effective way to adhere graphene to nickel and
copper to preserve graphene’s conductive qualities after the adhesion. Once an adhesion method
is determined to be more efficient than methods used today, then a standard method can be
established for the use of graphene in new technologies. This standard can be developed further
as more information is gathered regarding graphene-method adhesion.

Hypothesis
Research Question (1): Are the methods of graphene adhesion equally effective at maintaining
graphene’s high capability for electrical conduction?
Alternate Hypothesis (1): All methods of graphene adhesion are not equally effective at
maintaining graphene’s high capability for electrical conduction.
Null Hypothesis (1): All methods of graphene adhesion are equally effective at maintaining
graphene’s high capability for electrical conduction.
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Research Question (2): Will intercalation, the insertion of a material into a layered structure, be
the most effective method of adhesion because graphene will be more closely connected to
copper and nickel when it is intercalated within the metal rather than being adhered just on the
surface?
Alternate Hypothesis (2): Intercalation, the insertion of a material into a layered structure, will
be the most effective method of adhesion because graphene will be more closely connected to
copper and nickel when it is intercalated within the metal rather than being adhered just on the
surface.
Null Hypothesis (2): Intercalation, the insertion of a material into a layered structure, will not be
the most effective method of adhesion because graphene will be more closely connected to
copper and nickel when it is intercalated within the metal rather than being adhered just on the
surface.

Methods
For studies on graphene, the most commonly used method of research is experimental
analysis. Experimental data is much more precise than secondary data analysis or systematic
review. Additionally, experimental researchers have control over the variables, the methods, and
analysis of experimental data, thus making experimental research the preferred method of
research in this field of study. Secondary data analysis is not used commonly because there a
lack of research on the subject. Survey instruments are not used commonly because surveys are
unable to give accurate results for the specific studies of the field. For this study, experimental
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analysis was unavailable due to the educational restrictions on this project. Therefore, a
systematic review of scientific literature was conducted.
In this research, a systematic review of scientific literature was conducted to answer the
research questions. The investigation consisted of a search for literature using electronic
databases at both California State University Channel Islands (CSUCI), Thousand Oaks High
School, and using the reference lists from articles in relevant journals. Multiple articles were
retrieved from the New Journal of Physics and Nano Letters after searching the keywords
graphene, copper, nickel, Fermi level, intercalation and adsorption. Two papers were received
from Professors in Germany and Austria. Eighteen papers were found using the reference lists
from the original twelve papers found at the CSUCI library. Seven other papers were found using
references on these eighteen papers. In total, 37 articles found were used for the current study.
All of the articles were written in English but may have been translated from another language.
These methods of literature collection continued for the duration of the research. Systematic
review was the most effective method of data collection because this research included very little
statistical analysis, thus making secondary data analysis ineffective. Survey instruments were not
used since surveys were unable to answer the specifics of the research question. Systematic
review is also the most effective method of data collection because through literature, the
specifics of how graphene can be adhered to metal and the efficiency previous adhesion methods
can be researched. A T-test was performed on the data to determine the significance of the data
collected.
Data was collected for the research questions analyzing current literature and research on
graphene. This is effective for the project because it does not rely on statistical data and it can be
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used to find a theoretical solution to the problem that can be tested through experimentation.
Literature offered various options on potential graphene-metal adhesion methods, and an
experiment was designed to prove a solution in the methods section of this paper. Every section
of the research questions is answered using this method, but different styles of literature and
sections of articles have been used for each individual question. The first research question,
asking how much more effective graphene conduction is than other material conduction, used the
introduction section of papers because this section includes specific information on the properties
of graphene. The second research question, asking what adhesion method would be the most
effective at maintaining the conductive qualities of graphene, used the methods, results, and
discussion sections of collected papers because these sections contain the statistical analysis that
is being compared. The final research consideration, asking how this might be used for further
advancement of technology, considered papers regarding potential uses of graphene.

Results
To measure the effectiveness of a graphene-metal adhesion, scientists have used Fermi
energy to compare the performances of each adhesion method. Before being adhered, graphene
was found to have a Fermi level of about 8.25 eV (Yoon, 2012). This means that at 0k, the
electron energy of graphene can reach a maximum of about 8.25 eV. Each eV is equal to roughly
1.6x10-19 Joules (J) of energy, meaning graphene has a maximum electron energy of 1.32x10-18 J
at 0k. Comparatively, pure copper had a Fermi level of 7.00 eV (1.12x10-18 J at 0k) and nickel
had a Fermi level of 6.97 (1.1152x10-18 J at 0k) (Fig. 5; Hsu, 2012 and Khomyakov, 2009). To
find these values for graphene, the test started with the growth of graphene using CVD on a SiO2
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surface. Each graphene layer was made as a monolayer graphene. Once each layer was
fabricated, the graphene layers were
etched to remove impurities, then
superheated to 1000k to further remove
impurities and to heat-shock the
material (Balandin, 2008). The Fermi
level was determined once this process
was complete through the use of low energy electron diffraction (LEED) to make the samples
visible, and by using electron microscopy to closely see the electron structure of the graphene
(Fig. 6; Grandthyll, 2012). The electron structure of the material is the distribution of electrons
across its surface. A material with a fuller electron structure has a higher Fermi level. To find the
Fermi levels of copper and nickel, the samples were purified and superheated to 1000k, then
electron microscopy was used to determine the
electron structure of both metals.
After the Fermi levels of the pure
materials were determined, graphene was
adhered to the metals and the Fermi levels was
determined for each adhered pair. For the
intercalation of graphene, nickel and copper was
inserted between individual layers of multilayer
graphene (Voloshina, 2011). The layers were then
superheated to above 2000k to create a reaction that bonded the two materials. Once the bonding
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was complete, the adhered pair was cleaned of impurities by an air flow chamber, and the Fermi
levels were calculated in the same way as the pure materials. For the adsorption of graphene,
graphene was adhered to the surface of copper and nickel. In the case of copper-graphene
adsorption, physisorption was used to adhere the two materials. First, the graphene was doped,
meaning impurities were added to the graphene to change the electronic structure of the
graphene. There are two different kinds of doping: n-doping and p-doping. N-doping means the
material used to impurify the base material is given an extra electron that serves as a charge
carrier. P-doping means the base material is given an extra electron that can serve as a charge
carrier. In the case of this study, the graphene layer was n-doped, indicating a small shift down in
the Fermi level of the graphene (Khomyakov, 2009). Once the graphene was doped, it was then
adhered to a sheet of copper as a thin film. In the case of nickel-graphene adsorption,
chemisorption was used to adhere the two materials. The graphene was n-doped before it was
adhered, indicating a larger shift down in the Fermi level because chemisorption effects the
electron structure more than physisorption. The results, as indicated in Figure 7, show
Cu-graphene intercalation has a downward Fermi shift of 0.7eV, Ni-graphene intercalation has a
downward shift of 1.85 eV. Cu-graphene physisorption has a downward shift of 0.17 eV, and
Ni-graphene chemisorption has a downward shift of 2.0 eV. The standard deviation of the results
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was calculated to be about 1.5. The results of the T-test showed that the data was statistically
insignificant (p>.05).

Discussion
The discovery of graphene has made a huge impact on technological advancement in the
last decade. Graphene’s mechanical strength and conductive prowess provide lots of potential for
the future of many industries, including the engineering industry, and the medical industry. As a
relatively new material, little is known about how the properties of graphene affects other
materials. Individually, graphene is a superior conductor than most other materials. It has been
shown that bonding graphene with other materials causes some limitations on its capabilities
(Khomyakov, 2009). The purpose of the current study was to determine the most effective
method of graphene adhesion to copper and nickel, specifically because copper and nickel are
two commonly used metals in multiple industries, and graphene adhesion to metal provides the
most opportunities for improving technology. The effectiveness of the adhesion methods was
determined by their ability to retain conductivity (measured by the Fermi level of the materials)
in relation to the pure materials. The results indicate the most effective form of adhesion for
copper-graphene is physisorption and the most effective form of adhesion for a nickel-graphene
system is intercalation. This also indicates the conductivity of graphene is more preserved when
the graphene has a weaker bond to the metal, since the weakest bond, physisorption had the least
detrimental effect on the conductivity of graphene and the strongest bond, chemisorption, has the
most detrimental effect (Khomyakov, 2009). In addition, the efficiency of graphene conduction is
consistently more negatively affected by nickel than by copper, since the nickel values are
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reduced more than by copper in all situations. Every form of adhesion to graphene has proven to
be more conductive than the pure metals. This indicates the introduction of graphene into the
metallic parts of electrical systems does improve the conductive capabilities of these systems.
As it pertains toward the hypothesis, the data results confirm the hypothesis for
graphene-Ni bonding but denies the hypothesis for graphene-Cu bonding. This is because
graphene conductivity performs better when bonds are weaker, which disproves the reasoning for
the alternate hypothesis (Khomyakov et al., 2009). However, intercalation is the weakest form of
bonding between nickel and graphene. Therefore, it is the most effective adhesion method
between graphene and nickel at preserving graphene’s conductivity (Voloshina, 2011). The T-test
for the data determined the data was statistically insignificant (p>.05). The reasoning is likely
due to the lack of multiple papers confirming the Fermi values of each pure material and each
adhesion group, and a lack of confirmed methods that are used to adhere graphene to metal.
Ultimately, the lack of significant data found in the scientific literature collected confirms the
null hypotheses of the experiment.
Even though the data resulted to be insignificant, the results gained from this project still
show promise for graphene’s electrical conduction performance when it is adhered to metal. The
increasing industrial demand for new and improved technology is challenging for companies to
keep up with mechanically. Electronics are needing to be produced with increasingly smaller and
more powerful parts, resulting in issues with power density and overheating (Balandin et al.
2008). Power density is important in the development of new technologies because materials that
are more power dense can produce more energy at smaller sizes. This provides more room to add
additional features to technologies without causing damage to the device. The use of graphene in
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new technologies and electronics would almost entirely negate the power density problem due to
graphene’s small size and high electrical conductivity. However, graphene must be adhered to
metal in a way that preserves its conductive quality to make new graphene technology possible.
The results in this study show that for weaker-bonding metals like copper, physisorption is the
most effective adhesion method for preserving graphene’s qualities, and for stronger-bonding
metals like nickel, intercalation is the most effective method of adhesion for preserving
graphene’s qualities. The results also indicate that when metal is adhered to graphene, the metal
becomes more conductive. These results prove the use graphene in technologies that require
electrical conductivity will be beneficial. Using this information, scientists and engineers can
develop improved technologies in their respective fields using the most effective methods.

Further Work/Conclusion
Published studies indicate weaker forms of adhesion between metals and graphene
preserve the conductive qualities more than stronger forms of adhesion. The Fermi levels of each
bond were slightly less than that of pure graphene but was more effective than the pure metals
used in the test, thus proving graphene does enhance current materials used for electrical
conduction. Further work on graphene adhesion to metals need to include more research on the
Fermi levels resulting from different forms of adhesion metals other than copper and nickel.
Copper and nickel are used in many technologies today, but other metals such as gold and iron
are also very common in many industries around the world. Expanding graphene research to
additional metal types may be of significant interest to high-technology industries.
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Additionally, further work can be done to test the effect of graphene-metal adhesions
between different graphene properties. Graphene a very strong conductor of electricity and a
strong conductor of heat. Poor heat conduction can result in heat damage to electrical
components. Because of the world reliance on the Internet, heat damage to electrical components
is a global issue. Proper applications of graphene to electrical components may prevent or lessen
heat damage to electrical components. Determining an effective methods to preserve graphene’s
heat conductivity has the potential to benefit this global issue of damage caused by extreme heat
from electrical energy. Graphene is capable of being converted into a very strong insulator
through electron beam irradiation (Teweldebrhan and Balandin, 2008). Insulators control heat
and electrical conduction to prevent or lessen heat damage to electrical components. Therefore,
the ability to make graphene into a strong insulator has the potential to provide significant
benefits.
Graphene has unique physical properties. Graphene is one of the hardest known
materials. Additionally, to hardness, graphene is both flexible and light because of its
single-atomic layer. Finding a way to implement graphene’s unique hardness into other materials
could be extremely beneficial to many technological fields.Graphene blended materials may
make structures stronger or impact resistant. Finally, further work can be done on the effect of
nonmetals to graphene. Metals are very common building materials, but many materials are
non-metals: silica, plastic, and glass. Finding effective ways to adhere graphene to these
non-metal materials has the potential to create new high-technology building materials with
functionality and properties not currently seen.
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